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Simulation of nanosecond square pulse fiber laser

based on nonlinear amplifying loop mirror
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A nanosecond square pulse fiber laser based on the nonlinear amplifying loop mirror (NALM) is numeri-
cally analyzed by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. The fiber cavity with a NALM has a tendency to
provide pulse shaping effect with nonlinearity increasing in the NALM, and the nanosecond square pulse
is generated by the pulse shaping effect. The numerical results show that the stable square pulse can be
obtained when the parameters of the NALM are chosen appropriately. The generated square pulses have
flat top and no internal structure.
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Nanosecond square pulse laser has wide and important
applications in many fields, such as optical communi-
cation, optical sensor, laser micromachining, and laser
ablation[1,2]. In recent years, some new methods for
nanosecond square pulse laser generation have been
presented. Passively mode-locked fiber lasers through
nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR), which can out-
put nanosecond square pulses in 1 550-nm band, were
demonstrated by Putnam et al. and output pulse with
10-ns pulse width and bandwidth of more than 60 nm
was obtained[3]. In addition, Zhao et al. reported the
generation of nanosecond square pulses in a passively
mode-locked fiber ring laser made of purely normal dis-
persive long fibers[4]. These square pulse lasers are be-
lieved to be caused by the birefringence-related power
clamping effect in the NPR cavity. Furthermore, the
figure-eight mode-locking cavity with a nonlinear am-
plifying loop mirror (NALM) structure, which is widely
used to generate ultrafast laser pulse from picoseconds
to femtoseconds[5−7], has also been found to have the
ability to generate nanosecond square pulse, which was
observed for the first time by Richardson et al. in 1991[8].
In 2007, Schmieder et al. also reported the nanosecond
square pulses from figure-eight cavity with NALM loops,
with long highly nonlinear dispersion-shifted fiber[9].
However, these reports did not propose a mechanism
explanation of the square pulse formation process.

In this letter, we numerically analyze the square pulse
formation process in the figure-eight fiber cavity using
the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. The numerical re-
sults show that the square pulse is caused by the pulse
shaping effect of the NALM in the figure-eight cavity,
and the influence of the fiber length in the NALM is also
discussed.

Theoretically, this kind of nanosecond square pulse
laser can operate at either 1.55-µm band or 1.06-µm
band just by choosing different gain medium, erbium-
doped fiber or ytterbium-doped fiber. The square pulse
at 1.55 µm band can be used in fiber sensing and op-
tic communications. Operating at 1.06 µm, we believe
that the nanosecond square pulse can be amplified to

high power and high pulse energy by using 1.06-µm
high-power fiber amplifier, which will be useful in laser
micromachining and laser ablation[10,11].

The setup of our square pulse laser system is shown in
Fig. 1. It is constructed with a fiber amplifier, a section
of the single-mode fiber (SMF), a polarization controller
(PC), a 3-dB fiber coupler, an isolator, and an output
coupler. The fiber loop on the right hand is known
as the NALM, which is generally used as a nonlinear
power switching or a saturable absorber device due to
the self-phase modulation (SPM) effect in the fiber[12,13].
To introduce a sufficient nonlinear phase shift between
the clockwise propagating light and the counterclockwise
propagating light in the NALM, we use a segment of the
SMF that is 300-m long between the PC and the fiber
amplifier. The polarization management is implemented
by the PC between the 3-dB coupler and the SMF. The
fiber loop on the left is a unidirectional cavity. An iso-
lator ensures unidirectional operation and that the pulse
is exported from the output coupler.

This setup looks like the general figure-eight mode-
locking fiber lasers, which can generate ultrashort pulse,
because all of them are in the figure-eight architecture
and utilize the NALM as the passive modulation device.
However, in the general figure-eight mode-locking fiber
laser, NALM is used as a saturable absorber without any
power clamping effect. In our design, a segment of the
300-m SMF is used in the NALM, much longer than that
of the general figure-eight mode-locking fiber lasers. The
nanosecond square pulse generation depends on the pulse

Fig. 1. Setup of the square pulse fiber laser.
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reshaping effect and the power clamping effect of this
specially designed NALM.

Square pulse generated in the figure-eight cavity with
NALM can be simply explained with the power clamp-
ing effect of the NALM related to the nonlinear power
transmission function, and this has been discussed in our
previous report[12]. The figure-eight cavity can be con-
sidered as cascaded NALMs, and the transmittance of
NALM is a function of the input power and the gain of
the amplifier inside it. For a fixed gain in the NALM,
a stable power region of the input power exists, where
the output power of the cascaded NALM will come to
a constant, while the power outside the region will be
suppressed. For an initial weak pulse circling in a figure-
eight cavity, after round trips in the cavity, the power
in the stable power region is clamped to a steady power
point, while the power outside the stable power region
is gradually suppressed to zero. Thus, the square pulse
is formed. Details of the square pulse shaping effect of
the NALM can be referred in Ref. [14]. Even though this
model can be used to explain the square pulse generation,
they have several unrealistic assumptions, such as the sin-
gle frequency, the amplifier with non-saturation, and the
dispersion effect, which can also be ignored. Therefore,
we propose a stricter theoretical model without these as-
sumptions.

For a strict analysis, we numerically analyze the square
pulse building process in the figure-eight fiber cavity us-
ing the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, and some other
effects such as dispersion and gain saturation are also
considered. Compared with the nonlinear transmission
function method, the results of this analysis are believed
to be much more suitable to the real situation. In our
analyses, the polarization and the birefringence effect are
neglected because the numerical result is independent
of them; the model can also be simplified. The theo-
retical model in our numerical analyses can be seen in
Fig. 2, where the PC is neglected. The isolator in the
left ring also not considered because the unidirectional
propagation is easily implemented by the computational
procedure. At the beginning, we assume that an initial
Gaussian pulse from the fluctuation, weak and wide, has
appeared in the cavity. The envelope of the complex am-
plitude of the initial Gaussian pulse can be expressed as

A =
√

P0 exp(−T 2/2T 2
0 ), (1)

where T0 is the half width (at 1/e intensity point) of the
pulse and P0 is the pulse peak power.

The simulation started at the 3-dB coupler. The evo-
lution of this initial pulse in the figure-eight cavity we
design is then studied. Passing the 3-dB coupler, the
pulse is divided into two parts. The optical fields in the

Fig. 2. Simplified theoretical model in our numerical analy-
ses.

straight arm and the cross arm are denoted as U and V ,
respectively, which can be written as[13]

U =
√

ρA, V = i
√

1 − ρA, (2)

where ρ is the power coupling ratio of the fiber coupler;
here we set ρ = 0.5.

Considering the group velocity dispersion (GVD),
SPM, attenuation, and the gain bandwidth, optical pulse
propagating in the fiber cavity can be described by the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation[16] as in which A can be
replaced by U, V , or A′,
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(3)
where β2 is the GVD parameter, γ is the nonlinear
coefficient, ∆ω is the gain bandwidth of the fiber am-
plifier, g is the gain coefficient, and g = 0 for the un-
doped fiber. For the doped fiber, the gain coefficient
can be expressed as

g = g0 · exp

(

−
∫

|A|2 dt

Es

)

, (4)

where g0 is the gain coefficient of the small signal and
Es is the saturated energy.

The parameters’ values used in our simulation are
shown in Table 1. After traveling one round in the
right loop and recombined at the coupler, the opti-
cal field at the output port of the NALM is given by
A′ =

√
ρU ′ + i

√
1 − ρV ′. Subsequently, the pulse prop-

agates in the unidirectional fiber ring on the left and
enters the NALM again to begin the next trip after an
export loss at the coupler.

In the simulation, the initial pulse width and the peak
power are set to T0 = 30 ns and P0 = 25 W, respectively,
and the output loss is set to 5%. Equation (3) is nu-
merically solved in the split-step Fourier method. The
simulation results can be seen in Fig. 3. In the beginning
several loops, both the pulse rising and falling edges are
suppressed rapidly while the pulse center is amplified.
The pulse profile is shaped gradually close to a square
waveform and has no internal structure. This can be
attributed to the shaping effect of the NALM with the
300-m-long fiber. After about 10 rounds, the pulse be-
comes stable and is kept in square shape.

Table 1. Parameters Used in the Simulation of the
Square Pulse Generation

Parameter Value

β2 (ps2·km−1) 22

γ (W−1·km−1) 3

g0 (dB·km−1) 223

∆ω (THz) 10

α (dB·km−1) 0.02

L1 (m) 300

L2 (m) 1

Es (µJ) 50

α is the attenuation of the fiber, L1 is the length of the SMF
in the NALM, and L2 stands for the length of the rare-earth-
doped fiber in the fiber amplifier.
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Fig. 3. Simulation result of the formation of the square pulse
in a figure-eight fiber laser cavity with a section of 300-m
SMF in the NALM.

Fig. 4. Formations of square pulse with the NALM in
different lengths. The fiber length L1 is (a) 250, (b) 300,
(c) 350, (d) 400, (e) 450, and (f) 800 m, respectively.

For a further comparison among the formations of
square pulse with the NALM in different lengths, we set
L1 to 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, and 800 m successively and
keep other parameters unchanged. The results are shown
in Fig. 4. We can find that, with a fixed gain in the
amplifier, the square pulse can be generated if L1 is cho-
sen in an adequate region. When L1 is set to 250 m, the
pulse dissipates quickly, as shown in Fig. 4(a). If L1 is
chosen appropriately, such as Figs. 4(b)–(e), the square
pulses are generated and get into a stable operation. In
this region of L1, the longer the NALM that is chosen,
the wider will be the square pulse obtained. However,
if we continue to increase the length of the fiber in the
NALM, for instance to 800 m, we will get a multi-square
pulse operation, as shown in Fig. 4(f). Hence, we can
conclude that in the square pulse fiber laser, L1 is very
important and thus must be chosen appropriately.

Additionally, using the same method, we also calcu-
lated the operation of a shorter figure-eight cavity con-
sisting of only 20-m-long SMF in the NALM, which is

the standard length of the NALM in the general mode-
locking fiber laser. By appropriately setting the small
signal gain and the saturable energy, stable ultrashort
pulse can be generated from a weak signal. In this case,
the pulse shape obtained is approximate to a hyperbolic
secant function profile, which is clearly different from
the square pulse mentioned above. Because with a SMF
of much shorter length, such as 20 m, the power switch-
ing threshold of the NALM increases to a much higher
level. With the same pump power level, the NALM only
works as a general saturable absorber without any power
clamping effect to generate square pulse, and the pulse
width in the cavity is only compressed by the NALM
repeatedly. Finally, the pulse will be kept stable in a
Gaussian or a hyperbolic secant-like shape, with a time
duration dominated by the dispersion map of the fiber
cavity. This is also in accordance with many experi-
ments involving the general figure-eight mode-locking
fiber laser[7].

In conclusion, we numerically analyze a nanosecond
square pulse laser source based on the figure-eight fiber
cavity with a special NALM structure, which has hun-
dreds of meters SMF. We numerically prove that the
stable square pulse without internal structure can be
generated if the length of the NALM is sufficient. The
square pulse generation is based on the pulse shaping
effect of the NALM, and the pulse width depends criti-
cally on the length of the NALM. We find that under the
same pump power, wider square pulse can be obtained if
we choose a longer NALM before the multi-square pulse
appears. We believe that this square pulse fiber laser is
a special kind of mode-locking fiber laser and will have
wide potential applications.
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